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Two loners fighting to stay alive discover they must now save the galaxy.Two loners fighting to stay alive discover they must now save the galaxy.
The only vaccine for a deadly galaxy-wide pandemic is missing … and the only ones who may be able to find it are a

powerful talent on the verge of a meltdown, and a security specialist hiding her extraordinary skills in a menial job.

"Overload Flux is a brilliant, suspenseful tale that will keep readers captivated from beginning to end." ~ S.E. Smith,
New York Times & USA TODAY Bestselling Author of The Alliance series.

* * 2015 SFR Galaxy Award winner * * 2015 National Excellence in Romance Fiction Award Finalist * * 

Brilliant investigator Luka FoxeLuka Foxe must act fast if he's going to save the civilized planets of the Central Galactic

Concordance. For as a pandemic sweeps across the galaxy, someone is stealing the vaccine. To make matters worse,

Luka's hidden mental talents are out of control, leaving him barely able to function in the midst of violence and a

rising body count. The convoluted trail leads to a corrupt pharma industry and the possibility of an illegal, planet-

sized laboratory. In the face of increasing threats, he must rely on an enigmatic, lethal woman who has secrets of her

own.

Mairwen MorganthurMairwen Morganthur hides extraordinary skills under the guise of a dull night-shift guard. The last thing she wants

is to provide personal security for a nova-hot investigator, or to be plunged into a murky case involving sabotage,

treachery, and the military covert operations division that would love to discover she's still alive. Worse, she knows

that two more deaths won't bother their enemies one bit. Their only hope for survival is to share their darkest secrets.

With everything in their universe at stake, can they learn to trust one another?
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Don't miss this thrill-ride through a futuristic galaxy—get your copy of Overload Flux today!Don't miss this thrill-ride through a futuristic galaxy—get your copy of Overload Flux today!

Includes a free excerpt from Minder Rising, the next book in the series.
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The Central Galactic Concordance series:

• Overload Flux (Book 1)

• Minder Rising (Book 2)

• Zero Flux (Novella 2.5

• Pico's Crush (Book 3)

• Jumper’s Hope (Book 4)
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